ILTA Website User Agreement

ILTA Online Communities

Online Communities are provided by ILTA solely for the purpose of sharing information, discussing challenges, and building connections between professionals working in legal. Some Online Communities are open only to Members/Participants, some are open only to Business Partners, some are open to both Members/Participants and Business Partners, and some are open to individuals working in legal not yet a part of ILTA.

The electronic messages that appear on the ILTA Online Communities and blogs are for informational purposes only.

ILTA monitors all Online Communities and blogs for inappropriate postings. ILTA reserves the right to reject or remove any posting for any reason and to terminate access to anyone who does not abide by the guidelines. However, ILTA does not undertake editorial control of postings.

If you are the recipient of a message that is in violation of any of our rules, please contact us at membership@iltanet.org so that appropriate action can be taken.

General Guidelines for Posting to or Participating in the ILTA Online Communities or Blogs

ILTA Online Communities are designed to add to the ILTA body of knowledge and should be used as such.

The information shared in ILTA Online Communities is intended for use of individuals within the ILTA Community only.

While engaging with ILTA Online Communities, please adhere to the ILTA Code of Conduct.

Specific guidelines appear below.

- All defamatory, abusive, profane, threatening, offensive or illegal commentary or materials are strictly prohibited.
- Personal remarks regarding individuals are not permitted.
- Individuals should be mindful of personal biases and refrain from political commentary.
- Refrain from discussing pricing, as specific pricing comments are subject to antitrust laws. Familiarize yourself with ILTA’s comprehensive Antitrust Compliance Policy.
- Comments are subject to libel and slander laws.
- Identify yourself fully in your signature line.
- Do not forward Online Community posts outside the ILTA community.
● Should you wish to unsubscribe or send any other administrative messages, e.g., “remove me,” through the Online Communities, use the Web interface to change your settings. You can also contact ILTA at onlineservices@iltanet.org

ILTA reserves the right to reject or remove any posting for any reason.

Please note carefully all items listed in the disclaimer and legal rules below, particularly regarding the copyright ownership of information posted to the list.

**Copyright, Photos, Images and Content Posted as Attachments**

Do not provide any information or other material protected by copyright without the permission of the copyright owner. By providing material, the posting party warrants and represents that he or she owns the copyright with respect to such material or has received permission from the copyright owner. In addition, the posting party grants ILTA the nonexclusive right and license to display, copy, publish, distribute, transmit, print and use such information or other material.

All photos, images and files attached to messages must comply to ILTA policies and standards and must not be offensive in any way.

The poster warrants that any content posted as an attachment:

● Is material to which the author owns the rights and freely provides to us for publication (or the author has received permission to share);
● Has no liens or other legal actions pending against the material;
● Is original work and free from any plagiarism or intent thereof;
● Contains proper citation or attribution for any information or references in the material to works of others.

**ILTA Online Member Directory**

Only ILTA Members and ILTA Associate Participants have access to the ILTA Online Member Directory. By utilizing the ILTA online member directory, individual members and participants agree to the following:

The information in the ILTA Member Directory is protected by copyright and is intended solely for the individual and private use of ILTA members and participants in connection with ILTA’s mission and activities. The contents of the ILTA Directory may not, in whole or in part, be reproduced, copied, disseminated, or entered into a computer database and may not be used for any commercial or solicitation purpose of any kind. The ILTA Member Directory is available only to ILTA members and associate participants. Members and associate participants may not permit any information from the ILTA
Member Directory to pass into the hands of any other person outside of other ILTA members and participants.

**General Disclaimer**

Any message posted represents the opinion of the author but does not represent the opinion of ILTA, ILTA Member Entities, ILTA Business Partners, nor ILTA Participants. ILTA does not accept responsibility for the content or the opinions expressed in any message posted.

No opinion posted on the Online Communities or blogs should be construed as professional advice.

**Disclaimer of Warranties**

ILTA is providing information and services on this site as a benefit and service in furtherance of its nonprofit and tax-exempt status. This information and these services are provided without a warranty of any kind. ILTA expressly disclaims any and all warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties of suitability or fitness for a particular purpose. ILTA does not warrant that the information and/or services will meet your specific requirements, and the entire risk as to the accuracy of the information and performance of the services is with you. The materials in this site are provided "as is," and ILTA does not warrant or make any representations regarding the use of or the result of the use of the material in this site in terms of their correctness, accuracy, reliability or otherwise.

**Antitrust Compliance Policy**

You agree to comply with the policy established by ILTA in its avoidance of activities related to antitrust violations. Review the policy and your role here: ILTA's Antitrust Compliance Policy

**Privacy Policy**

You are aware that ILTA has a stated Privacy Policy which can be found here.

**Inaccuracy Disclaimer**

The material in this site could include technical inaccuracies, typographical errors or omissions. We reserve the right to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions and to change or update information at any time without prior notice.

By holding an ILTA login, you agree to comply with the ILTA Website User Agreement.